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Evidence-based medicine is a new paradigm of clinical practice that promotes the collection, interpretation and integration of valid, important and applicable to patients research-derived evidence, and it can improve the efficiency and the effectiveness of health care. Nevertheless research often fails to get in clinical practice, also because the traditional tools used by physicians to solve clinical problems are less reliable as the volume/complexity of medical information and biomedical technology have grown exponentially. New tools are emerging to help physicians: the systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials and the clinical practice guidelines that summarize a great volume of medical knowledge to improve health care. Practice guidelines, with a systematic review or meta-analysis pertaining to a definite health problem, summarize the evidence of clinical trials in clinical recommendation. These combine the strength and heterogeneity of the primary studies with magnitude and precision of the treatment effects as it relates to the minimal clinical benefit. The recommendation may suggest therapeutic intervention when the baseline risk is high or otherwise when the baseline risk is low. The Authors discuss principles of evidence-based medicine, measures of treatment effectiveness, systematic reviews and methods used by experts to graduate the strength of clinical recommendations in producing practice guidelines.